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QUOTING SOURCES: 
 

When to Quote 
Quoting sources allows you to produce evidence to support your argument. Quote a source only when the 
particular idea or phrasing is essential to your point. Otherwise, paraphrase and cite. Commonly known facts, 
require no source citation unless the wording is taken directly from another work. For example, you don’t need 
to cite the following statement: On April 14, 1865, a few days after Lee’s surrender, Lincoln was assassinated. 

 
Identifying the Speaker or Writer of a Quotation 
Usually, you want to identify the speaker of a quotation in the text. Avoid disembodied quotations by inserting 
the speaker. The same applies to scholars that you are quoting or paraphrasing. You can also use a colon 
directly before a long quotation, but make sure to identify the speaker. 

 
Unclear: 

The “new terrorism” often uses explicitly religious language. “In thanking his god for the death and 
destruction that al Qaeda wrought on 9/11, bin Laden clearly had cast his struggle in 
incontrovertibly theological terms.” 

Better: 
The “new terrorism” often uses explicitly religious language.  As Bruce Hoffman argues in Inside 
Terrorism, “In thanking his god for the death and destruction that al Qaeda wrought on 9/11, bin 
Laden clearly had cast his struggle in incontrovertibly theological terms.” 

 
Using Block Quotations: 
Any quotation that takes up more than three lines of text should be rewritten as a block quotation. Introduce a 
block quotation with a colon, indent five spaces (0.5”) on each side, and single-space. Do not use quotation 
marks to set off a block quotation. When possible, avoid long quotations—they take up space better used to 
express your own ideas (as a rule of thumb, use only one block quotation for each five pages of writing). Break 
up long quotations when possible. See below: 

 
A correct block quotation: 
Gunner Jessie Blake explained the rationale for the Wilmington Riot: 

 
Black rapists were attacking Southern girls and women, those pure and lovely creatures who 
graced homes in Dixie Land, and the brutes were committing this dastardly crime with more 
frequency while the majority of them were escaping punishment through the influence of the 
powers that be. 

 
The same quotation broken up into the text of a paragraph: 
Gunner Jessie Blake explained the rationale for the Wilmington Riot by arguing, “Black rapists were attacking 
Southern girls and women, those pure and lovely creatures who graced the homes in Dixie Land.” He expressed 
chagrin that “the brutes were committing this dastardly crime with more frequency while the majority of them 
were escaping punishment.” 

 
 

CITING SOURCES: 
 

Use footnotes to cite the primary and secondary sources of information you use to write your paper. 
 

When to cite 
History papers are full of citations. It is important to cite your sources when you use quotations, when you 
reference someone else’s ideas or arguments (even if you do not name the source in the text of your paper), and 
when you state specific facts that are not common knowledge. 



How to cite – Use footnotes. 
• The first time you cite a source, include all its publication information. 

o After you have cited a source once, you should use an abbreviated citation, which includes 
the author’s last name, an abbreviated form of the title, and the relevant page numbers. 

o DO NOT USE LATIN ABBREVIATIONS. 
• Footnotes should be in 10-point font and single-spaced. Each document type follows its own 

specific guidelines. 
You should use A Pocket Guide to Writing in History, pp. 99-132 (which, in turn, follows the Chicago 
Manual of Style) as a guide for formatting your notes and bibliography. 

 
Book: 

1 James Green, Death in the Haymarket: A Story of Chicago, the First Labor Movement, and the 
Bombing That Divided Gilded Age America (New York: Pantheon, 2006), 62-66. 

2 Green, Death in the Haymarket, 73. 
 

Article from an edited book: 
3 Ted Robert Gurr, “Terrorism in Democracies: Its Social and Political Bases,” in Origins of 

Terrorism: Psychologies, Ideologies, Theologies, States of Mind, ed. Walter Reich 
(Washington, DC: Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 1990), 86-102. 

4 Gurr, “Terrorism in Democracies,” 89. 
 

Article from a newspaper (begin with the author’s name unless no author is listed): 
5 “Crowds Leave for Lynching,” The Atlanta Constitution, 24 April 1899. 

 
Article from a journal: 

6 Anthony Gaughan, “Woodrow Wilson and the Rise of Militant Interventionism in the South,” 
Journal of Southern History 65, no. 4 (November 1999): 771-782. 

7 Gaughan, “Woodrow Wilson and the Rise of Militant Interventionism”: 805. 
 

Website: 
8 Evanston Public Library Board of Trustees, “Evanston Public Library Strategic Plan, 2000–2010,” 

http://www.epl.org/library/strategic-plan-00.html (accessed July 18, 2002). 
9 “Evanston Public Library Strategic Plan.” 

 
Document from a manuscript collection: 

10 Josephus Daniels to Mary Cleaves Daniels, 2 April 1887, Box 10, Folder “Mary Cleaves Daniels, 
1863-1887,” Josephus Daniels Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. 

11 Josephus Daniels to Mary Cleaves Daniels, 2 April 1887, Daniels Papers. 
 

Source quoted in a secondary source: 
12 “Choose between Manhood and Serfdom,” Ohio Enterprise, 4 April 1903, quoted in Stephen 

Kantrowitz, Ben Tillman and the Reconstruction of White Supremacy (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 2000), 281. 

13 Benjamin Tillman to New York World, 14 February, 1896, quoted in Kantrowitz, Ben Tillman, 
250. 

 
Source found in an edited collection (cite the document, not the title the editor gives it): 

14 George B. McClellan to Edwin M. Stanton, 28 June 1862, in The Civil War and Reconstruction: A 
Documentary Collection, ed. William E. Gienapp (New York: Norton, 2001), 94. 

15 McClellan to Stanton, 28 June 1862, in Gienapp, Civil War and Reconstruction, 95. 
 

Where do I put the citation and the footnotes? 
The citation goes at the end of the sentence containing the information cited, outside all punctuation: 

Bruce Hoffman argues, “Terrorism is designed to create power where there is none.” 1 

Footnotes appear at the bottom of the page. Use Arabic numerals, not Roman. See below. 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Bruce Hoffman, Inside Terrorism (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006), 41. 

http://www.epl.org/library/strategic-plan-00.html

